Almost two decades ago Ahlswede introduced an abstract correlated source (V W; S) with outputs (v; w) 2 S V W , where persons P V and P W observe v and w , resp. More recently Orlitsky considered the minimal number C m of bits to be transmitted in m rounds to \inform P W about v over 1 channel". He showed that C 2 4C 1 + 3 and that generally C 2 6 C 1 . We give a simpler example than Zhang and Xia for C 3 6 C 1 . However, for the new model \inform P W over 2 channels" 4 rounds are optimal for this example | a result, we conjecture in general. If both, P V and P W , are to be informed over 2 channels about the other outcome, we determine asymptotically the complexities for all sources. In our last model \inform P V and P W over 1 channel" for all sources the total number T 2 of required bits is known asymptotically and T 1 is bounded from below in terms of average degrees. There are exact results for several classes of regular sources. An attempt is made to discuss the methods of the subject systematically. 
Introduction
The study of channels with several senders and receivers was initiated in 1961 by Shannon 1] and the rst multi{user coding theorem was proved ten years later in 2]. This led to a great research activity during the seventies in an area, which is usually called Multi{user Information Theory. On the source coding side a strong impetus came in 1973 from the paper 3], which concerns a probabilistic model of correlated sources. In the same year, independently and almost unnoticed, in 4] a hypergraph coloring lemma was presented (see Lemma 1 below), which yields asymptotically optimal list codes for abstract (purely combinatorial) correlated sources. This work was continued in 5] . There it is shown that hypergraph coloring concepts are at the root of several probabilistic, semi{probabilistic, and non{probabilistic multi{user source coding problems. Whereas in 4] correlated sources are modelled as a sequence of i.i.d. pairs of RV's (X t ; Y t ) 1 t=1 , in 5] also just one pair (X; Y ) is considered. Again simultaneously and independently this more abstract view was also taken in 6] in a model for information exchange in distributed computing: We are given a function f : V W ! Z , where V; W , and Z are usually nite, V outputs v and W outputs w . A person P V observes v and another person P W observes w . They can transmit messages to each other alternately over a binary noiseless channel and their goal is to nd out the value f(v; w) with minimal worst case transmission time. We denote this quantity by C(f; P V ; P W ) . Speci c ingredients here are: 1) No probabilistic assumptions on the source (V; W; f) are made.
2) Correct decoding for all source outputs is required. 3) Both persons send messages according to a protocol. Each message is based on the input known to the transmitter and on his previously received messages. When a communicator transmits a message, the other knows when it ends, and when the last message ends, both communicators know that communication has ended. 4) Both persons use the same channel for transmitting their bits. 5) Both persons compute f(v; w) .
There are some basic variations of this model. We start with the work of 7], which was performed again independently of Yao's work.
I. We keep here assumptions 1) and 2) and otherwise assume that 3 I ) P V sends bits to P W . 5 I ) P W computes f . The one{way communication complexity C 1 (f; P W ) is the minimal number of bits to be transmitted from P V to P W so that P W can compute f .
Whereas the papers 17] { 19] concern C(f; P V ; P W ) a seemingly essential progress in the study of C(f; P W ) (only P W computes f ) was made in 20] . On the other side the Stanford group picked up the idea of abstract source coding in 21 IV. We recall rst in our terminology the model studied. Given are the (abstract) correlated source (V; W; S) and two communicators P V , an informant, and P W , a recipient. P V knows output v 2 V and P W knows output w 2 W . Both communicators want the recipient P W to learn v without error, whereas the informant P V may or may not learn w . They alternately transmit messages with nite sequences of bits over the same binary noiseless channel by a predetermined protocol. The total number of bits are counted. C m ? (V; W; S); P W is then the minimal number of bits to be exchanged in m rounds in the worst case for a best protocol. Since the hypergraph terminology is more established we write C m (H; P E ) instead of C m ? (V; W; S); P W . The main known results about C m (H; P E ) are mentioned in the Appendix. After Orlitsky 23] has shown that C 2 may be much smaller than C 1 and Zhang and Xia 29] have shown that even C 3 is not optimal, that is, may be smaller than C 1 , we conjecture that C 4 is optimal. In so far we have the following results: Already for a nice structure such as the uniform k{regular hypergraph n];
? n] k C 2 C 3 and C 3 > C 4 . Thus we have now a simpler example for \4 messages are better than 3" than the one of 29]. We actually determine C 2 .
In another direction we study a question of 28] about C 2 for product hypergraphs.
V. As The Covering Lemma can be strengthened in the same way. Since it is not used in this paper, we omit the details and refer to the analogous version for perfect hashing in In 5] on page 236 we point out that it makes a di erence, if the transmission in di erent directions runs over di erent channels (distinction between actual and potential rate!).
Here it is not the sum of the number of bits that matters, but the \capacity" of each channel to cope with the possible bits in each direction. We indicate the two channels by writing now = C m (H; P E ) for the m{round communication complexity. Moreover, we denote by = C m (H; P E ) the region of possible pairs of bit numbers. Our results for this model are almost complete. In particular, we have a nice general lower bound, which is for instance tight for the uniform k{regular hypergraph.
VII. To our surprise the study of other models was even more rewarding. As already in Yao's model we consider situations where both persons, P V and P E , have to inform each other about there outputs. We write here C m (H; P V ; P E ) for the communication complexity. The corresponding region for two channels is denoted by = C m (H; P V ; P E ) and its minimal rate sum is denoted by = C m (H; P V ; P E ) . It turns out that Coloring Lemmas 1 (and its strengthening) and 2 are already su cient tools for deriving upper bounds. More speci cally, Coloring Lemma 1 alone already gives us = C`V ;`E m (H; P V ; P E ); that is, the resp. communication complexities, where E is known to P V and v is known to P E only as a member of lists of sizes`V and`E , resp. The reduction to list sizes 1 uses Coloring Lemma 2. It essentially uses that both persons are to be informed! List size 1 complexities and complexities for small list sizes are essentially equal here. This changes drastically, if only P E is to be informed. (Compare 4] for a similar phenomenon for zero{error problems in channel coding). Here the hashing idea becomes relevant. We obtain complete results for = C m (H; P V ; P E ) . We actually show that = C 3 (H; P V ; P E ) = = C 1 (H; P V ; P E ) . We also give a lower bound on C 1 (H; P V ; P E ) , which we expect to be 9 tight. It uses an idea of decomposing H , which was motivated by the decomposition The presentation of our results and proofs proceeds as follows. We begin with the model for two recipients and two channels. It has not been considered in the literature. However, mathematically there is a very close connection to work in 24]. Nevertheless, for the bene t of the reader we give complete proofs, because they help building up a certain intuition for the analysis of the other models. Also these proofs in Sections 2 and 3 are short and the examples are new by all standards.
We start from rst principles by considering rst the easier case of list decision in Section 2.
The result appears in Theorem 1. It is based on Coloring Lemma 1. In Section 3 we get via Coloring Lemma 2 the bit numbers regions for exact decisions and m 3 rounds (Theorem 2). We also settle the case m = 2 (and thus all cases) with Theorem 3.
Next we consider C m (H; P V ; P E ) , that is, the smallest worst case bit number achievable in m rounds for two recipients. For m = 2 we give rst essentially exact bounds for two special cases, the general graph (using Vizing's Theorem) and the complete k{uniform hypergraph (using Baranyai's Theorem).
In the same Section 4 we then settle the general case with Theorem 6.
Next we show in Section 5 that C 1 (H; P E ; P V ) log D E + log D V (Average{degree Lemma).
The study of the model with one recipient starts in Section 6 for two channels. Again we investigate the complete k{regular hypergraph and derive a lower bound on the bit number b E on the channel E ! V , if the bit number b V on the channel V ! E is xed (Theorem 8). This bound is for m = 1 . It coincides with the upper bound already for m = 4 (Theorem 9).
We did not yet succeed to derive an analogous result, if only one channel is used. However, we determined C 2 for the same hypergraph (Theorem 10). Whereas the upper bound uses a familiar Covering Lemma from 5], the lower bound is based on new ideas of some independent combinatorial interest. Moreover, we establish C 2 C 3 for k = 0(log n) and demonstrate that C 3 < C 4 . Thus we have obtained a simpler hypergraph than that of Zhang and Xia, for which three \messages" don't su ce.
In Section 8 we study a question of M. Noar, A. Orlitsky and P. Shor ( 28] ) concerning their \amortized complexity" A 2 and take rst steps towards a characterization of this two rounds quantity.
Finally, in an Appendix some earlier basic results of Alon Orlitsky are stated for the orientation of the reader. 
Also, these bounds hold for any m 2 . Next we show that they are essentially optimal. Actually, this readily follows from Coloring Lemma 1, one of the most basic tools in this area. There are only very few methods of comparable signi cance for the subject. We choose L = D E and t =`V . The coloring ' of Coloring Lemma 1 serves as encoding function f V and the list for P E is then
Any list size`V with`V ! > jEjD E (2.8) is achievable, because su cient for (1.1) is jEjL < t! .
Since`V! > ?`V e `V , we can choose`V such that V (log`V ? log e) > log jEjD E and certainly such that`V = dlog jEjD E e + 6:
We need dlog Le = dlog D E e (2.10) bits on the channel V ! E . Symmetrically, there is an encoding f E which requires dlog D V e bits on the channel E ! V and leaves P V with a list E(v; E) = E 0 : v 2 E 0 ; f E (E 0 ) = f E (E)
of size`E = dlog jVjD V e + 6:
To see this, just apply the former proof to the dual hypergraph Remark 1: This result can be improved by using the strengthened Coloring Lemma.
For this see 24] with an analogous situation. We demonstrate the e ect in Section 3 while improving Theorem 2A to Theorem 2B. f V (v); f E (E) = (i; j) , then both, P V and P E , know that v 2 V i = v 0 : f V (v 0 ) = i and E 2 E j = E 0 : f E (E 0 ) = j . Thus the hypergraph (V; E) has been reduced to H i;j = (V i ; E j ) . Furthermore, we know that D V i `E = dlog jVjD V e; (3.1) D E j `V = dlog jEjD E e: (3.2) We introduce now the associated graph G i;j = ( e V i ; e E j ) , where e V i = V i e E j = (v; v 0 ) : v; v 0 2 V i and for some F 2 e E j fv; v 0 g F :
By Coloring Lemma 2 P V can inform now P E about v with log(`V `E) + 1 bits via an encoding function g V . P E can then inform P E about E with dlog`Ve bits via an encoding function g E .
The whole protocol is then to send rst f V (v) over channel V ! E , then f E (E) over channel E ! V , then g V (v) over channel V ! E , and nally g E (v) over channel E ! V . This uses 4 rounds.
However, there is a better way! Just follow the order f E (E) , then f V (v) and g V (v) , and then g E (E) . This requires 3 rounds. We state the result. What happens in case m = 2 ?
The key parameters are here (H) , the chromatic number (vertex coloring), and ind(H) , the chromatic index (edge coloring), of H . In a protocol we have either f V and then f E to be transmitted or g E and then g V . In the rst case necessarily kf V k (H) and in the second case necessarily kg E k ind(H) . This is a simple consequence of the conditions 2.) and 3.) in the Introduction, and an analogous proof appeared in From Theorems 2, 3 we conclude that for many hypergraphs = C 2 (H; P V ; P E ) 6 = = C 3 (H; P V ; P E ) = C 1 (H; P V ; P E ):
We also notice that condition (3.4) is rather restrictive. Before we present an improved condition in Theorem 2B below, we discuss some examples. is a triangle, then D V = 2 and inspection shows that C 2 (G; P V ; P E ) = 3 (the upper bound (4.1)).
Remark 4: Again we can use the nice protocol in Example 6. Can this idea be generalized to k larger than 2? 16 Next We turn now to C m (H; P V ; P E ) for general hypergraphs H .
The situation for one channel is quite di erent from the one for two channels studied in earlier sections. 1 We have been informed that this idea appeared already in Orlitsky 23] . 17 or these equations \almost" hold, then log D V and log D E are the crucial parameters again and they can be added! (See again the Average{degree Lemma in Section 5.) We know already that under condition (3.9) = C 3 (H; P V ; P E ) log D V + log D E : (5.1) Clearly, C 3 (H; P V ; P E ) = C 3 (H; P V ; P E ) and Example 9 shows that already C 2 (H; P V ; P E ) can be much smaller than log D V + log D E . C 4 (H; P V ; P E ) can be much smaller in general.
We give here a lower bound on C 1 (H; P V ; P E ) , which we conjecture to be tight. We also believe that it can be achieved in 4 rounds. The bound uses a decomposition idea.
We start with a purely combinatorial problem. We call a 0{1{matrix a quasi{permutation matrix, if at most one 1 occurs in every row and in every column. Thus a permutation matrix is a square quasi{permutation matrix such that there is exactly one 1 in This contradicts the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality. We readily derive now a basic lower bound.
Average{degree Lemma. or in terms of hypergraphs 22 C m (H; P V ; P E ) C m (H 0 ; P V 0; P E 0);
we get the following consequence of the Average{degree Lemma in hypergraph language. ? n] k ; P E Consider successful protocols with b V = and let 1 (n; k; ) be the minimal b E among these protocols. Let be a protocol with this property and set = 1 (n; k; ) .
For any (v; E) with v 2 E (v; E) = x 1 (E)y 1 (v; x 1 )x 2 (E; y 1 ) : : :
(here x 1 can be the empty word), and we can form the strings x 1 (E)x 2 (E; y 1 ) : : : and y 1 (v; x 1 )y 2 (v; x 1 ; x 2 ); which we extend in any way to strings of length and , respectively. Let X v f0; 1g be the set of all strings of length produced this way by P E under , if v is given to P V . Every v 2 V de nes then a function F v : X v ! f0; 1g , because P V 's operations dependent only on the messages from P E and on v .
Clearly, there are in total at most 2 2 such functions and if 2 2 < n or, equivalently, if < log log n ? log ; (6.1) then at least two functions must be the same, that is, But then P E receives the same strings if v or v 0 are given to P V . Therefore for any E fv; v 0 g there is no way for P E to separate v and v 0 . Obviously, in a complete k{uniform hypergraph there is such an edge E . Therefore (6.1) cannot hold and we have proved the following inequality. Lemma 1. For all k n and dlog ne 1 (n; k; ) log log n ? log : (6.3) This simple fact will yield inductively the main result of this section.
Theorem 8. For < 1 log n and`2 log n 1 (n; 2`; ) log log n +`? 1 ? log ; (6.4) Furthermore, for 2`? 1 < k < 2` 1 (n; k; ) log log n +`? 2 ? log :
A successful strategy for the hypergraph n];
? n] k must have log k . Therefore we get the following consequence of Theorem 8. k ; P E log log n + 2 log k ? 1 ? log log k: Proof of Theorem 8: We proceed by induction on`. Lemma 1 gives 1 (n; 2; ) log log n ? log , which settles the case`= 1 . By induction hypothesis it holds for ? 1 . We call a protocol an ( ; ;`) protocol, if b E , b V and it is successful (that is, P E can separate the vertices in his 2`{size edges).
Even case: P E sends rst.
Suppose that is an ( ; ;`) protocol violating (6.4) , that is, < log log n +`? 1 ? log : (6.5) After having sent his rst bit P E divides the protocol into two subprotocols 0 and 1 .
Here i is the protocol, if i 2 f0; 1g was sent. However, by induction hypothesis and (6.5) both, 0 and 1 , are not ( ? 1; ;`? 1) protocols. So for i = 0; 1 there must be a subset T i V of cardinality 2`? 1 , which is not separated by i . De ne T = T 0 T 1 . Then jT j 2`, but T cannot be separated by ! Odd case: P V sends rst. Suppose that P V uses in his rst round a pre x code fw 1 ; : : :; w g to send his message. Namely, for v 2 V i he sends w i of length`i < and 24 This reduces our problem to that of nding an ( ; ?`i;`) protocol in the even case for the hypergraph H i = V i ;
If there is an i 2 f1; : : :; 1 g with log jV i j ?`i log n ; (6.6) then with the already established (6.4) in the even case log log jV i j +`? 1 ? log( ?`i)
as < 1 log n and (6.6) imply ?`i < 1 log jV i j and jV i j > 2`.
We conclude that log ?`i log n +`? 1 ? log( ?`i) = log log n +`? 1 ? log ;
and we are done. Otherwise, log jV i j ?`i < log n for i = 1; : : :; ; 
2 ?`i log n : (6.9) Since < log n , this implies 1 < X i=1 2 ?`i ;
which contradicts Kraft's inequality.
In Theorem 1 of 28] it is established that 25 C 4 n]; n] k ; P E . 2 log k + log log n: (6.10) Actually, the protocol used requires always to send log k bits for P V and log k+log log n bits for P E . It is therefore an upper bound also in case of two channels.
In conjunction with Corollary 1 we have therefore a complete characterization:
Theorem 9. For dlog ke 2 < log n and m 4 = C m n]; n] k ; P E 2 log k + log log n:
Remarks:
6. The pair (v; E) may determine who sends rst. 7. We conjecture that also (6.10) is tight. In fact we tend to believe that four rounds su ce for all H in the one channel model with one recipient.
8. In Section 7 we show that for H(n; k) = n];
? n] k ? n] K ; P E , where K > L and an edge is a K{element subset with its L{element subsets as its vertices. 7 . Characterization of C 2 n];
? n] k ; P E We use here the abbreviations H(n; k) = n]; n] k and m (n; k) = C m ? H(n; k); P E :
The following upper bound (i) on 2 (n; k) is due to Orlitsky and appears as Theorem 4 in 22]. It is included here, because we want to demonstrate that it is a simple consequence of the Covering Lemma, and also in order to show that our deeper lower bound is \almost optimal". 26 Theorem 10.
(i) 2 (n; k) (3 log k + log log n) for k k 0 (suitable).
(ii) For all " > 0 , 2 (n; k) (1 ? ")(3 log k + log log n) , if k = 0(log n) and n; k are large.
a. The upper bound
We make use of a consequence of the Covering Lemma stated in the Introduction.
It is formulated for every hypergraph H 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) with E 0
? n]
k , but will be used here only for H(n; k) . Let A = A(H 0 ) be the automorphism group of H 0 , that is, the maximal subgroup of the group n of all permutations on V 0 = n] , for whose elements E = f v : v 2 Eg 2 E for all E 2 E:
A(H 0 ) is transitive, if for any E 1 ; E 2 2 E a 2 A(H 0 ) exists with E 1 = E 2 . Corollary 2. For a hypergraph H 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) with transitive automorphism group A(H 0 ) and any subhypergraph H 00 = (V 0 ; E 00 ) , E 00 E 0 , there is a subset B 00 A(H 0 ) with the properties (i) For every E 2 E 0 there is a 2 B 00 with E 2 E 00 = f E 00 : E 00 2 E 00 g , (ii) jB 00 j l jE 0 j jE 00 j`n jE 0 j Proof of (i) in Theorem 10: Choose H 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) = H(n; k) and partition V 0 into k 2 parts U 1 ; : : :; U k 2 of sizes n k 2 or n k 2 and de ne H 00 = (V 0 ; E 00 ) with E 00 = fE 00 2 E 0 : jE 00 \ U j j 1 for j = 1; : : :; k for suitable constants and c , we get jB 00 j c ln n k : (7.3) Protocol: P E tells P V the with E 2 E 00 and then P V tells P E the index j with v 2 U j . This requires exactly dlog jB 00 je + 2 log k bits and not more than log log n + 3 log k bits for k k 0 (c) . This establishes (i).
b. The lower bound
Since there are 2 rounds, if P V starts in a protocol he has to send dlog ne bits so that P E knows v . We can assume therefore that always P E starts. We split the proof into two parts.
Lemma 2. For a successful strategy = (f; g) , the set of edges with \few answers" Therefore there is the claimed F unless (7.4) holds.
Lemma 3.
Suppose that for a successful strategy = (f; g) for all possible pairs (x 1 ; y 2 ) 2 d3 log k + log log ne = log ; say; then for the set X = x 1 = f(E) : E 2 E 2 = E r E 1 jXj ? k 2 log n= log )(1 ? " 0 ) Proof: Assume that (7.8) does not hold. Partition X into X 1 ; : : : ; X k 2 such that for i = 1; : : :; k 2 jX i j jXj k 2 < log n log : (7.9) Equivalent is jX i j < n = jVj for i = 1; 2; : : :; k 2 :
(7.10)
Since our assumption implies that g( ; E) takes at most values for all E 2 E , for every i 2 f1; : : :; k 2 g one can nd a pair fu i ; u 0 i g V such that for all x 1 2 X i 29 g(u i ; x 1 ) = g(u 0 i ; x 1 ):
fu i ; u 0 i g fv 1 ; : : :; v k 1 g for above pairs and fv 1 ; : : :; v k 1 g as in Lemma 2. Then jE j k , so that exists an E 2 E with E E . However, when E 2 E 1 , then by (7.5) P E cannot distinguish some v i and v j and when E 2 E 2 , there exists an i such that f(E) 2 X i and therefore P E cannot distinguish u i and u 0 i . This contradiction proves the Theorem.
Remark 10: The strategy yielding our upper bound can be viewed as a perfect hashing: there are strict colorings for every (V; E 00 ) . Corollary 3. 3 (n; k) 2 (n; k) if k = 0(log n) and n; k are large. and have the lower bound (1 ? ")(3 log k + log log n ? 1) .
We can assume therefore that there are at least n 1 2 possible strings y 1 and one must have length at least 1 2 log n 3 log k + log log n by our assumption.
Remark 11: Is it true that 3 (n; k) = 2 (n; k) ?
On Cartesian products of hypergraphs
One can come to the present hypergraphs as follows. Consider a discrete memoryless correlated source (X n ; Y n ) 1 n=1 , where X n = X 1 : : : X n , Y n = Y 1 : : : Y n . Person P X observes the output X n = x n and person P Y observes Y n = y n . They exchange knowledge with zero probability of error. How many bits do they have to exchange in the worst case until P Y knows x n ?
We construct the multi{hypergraph H = (X ; E) , where E = fE y : y 2 Yg and E y = x 2 X : Prob(X = x; Y = y) > 0 ; (8.1) and its n-th Cartesian product H n = (X n ; E n ) , where X n = Q n 1 X and E n = Q n 1 E = E y n = n Q t=1 E y t : y n = (y 1 ; : : :; y n ) 2 Y n . 30 Clearly, deg(x n ) = j E n 2 E n : x n 2 E n j = 
For C m (H n ; P E n) we de ne A m = lim Our main concern is to determine A 2 . We succeeded to derive bounds for special classes of hypergraphs.
For H n = (X n ; E n ) as above let n ( ) be the maximal number of edges in H n which can be properly colored with a vertex coloring ' : X n ! f1; 2; : : :; g .
When H n has a transitive automorphism group, then by Corollary 2 in Section 7 one can use the set of properly colored edges E 0 to cover E n with at most n(lnjEj) jEj n n ( ) + 1 \copies": Thus, similarly to Theorem 10 C 2 (H n ; P E n ) min log + log n + log log jEj + n log jEj ( n ( )) 1 n (1 + o(1)): (8.8) Suppose on the other hand that P E n decomposes E n into t parts, informs P V about the part E y n is in, and then P V uses at most colors for the vertices.
To guarantee that P E n knows x n at the end of the communication for all E n 2 E n there has to be one of the parts in which E n is properly colored. Therefore t n ( ) jEj n : (8.9 ) or 1 n log t log jEj ? 1 n log n ( ): (8.10) Therefore 1 n C 2 (X n ; P E n) 1 n min log t + log : 1 n log t log jEj ? 1 n log n ( ) and this and (8.8) imply the following result.
Lemma 4. If the product hypergraph H n = (X n ; Y n ) has a transitive automorphism group, then A 2 = lim n!1 min 1 n log + log jEj ? 1 n log n ( ) : (8.11) Here the limit exists, since For this xed Z n let g i : Z i ! f0; 1; 2g be bijective. Next we color the vertices in f0; 1; 2g n according to the cosets of an n; k] (where k , n ? r , n , 3 r ?1 2 ) ternary Hamming code H n;k : two elements have the same color i they are in the same coset. Let h n be this coloring.
Finally we color the elements in Z n through G Z n = h n (g 1 ; : : :; g n ): (8.15) This is a coloring with 3 r colors. Combination with the coloring f n gives a 4 n 3 n coloring F n . In order to derive a new bound on A 2 we need an estimate for the number of good edges under F n . Denote the edges of the 2n{th product of triangles as U n = U 1 U n , where U i is a 2{dimensional edge (a \square"). Notice that under our rst coloring di culties arise only at the U i 's equal to E j = e j e j (j = 0; 1; 2) .
Considering that any two elements in (the xed) Z n with Hamming distance smaller than 2 have di erent second color, because the Hamming code has minimal distance 3, it is not hard to see that all U n = U 1 U n with fU j : 1 i ng \ Analogous to the previous derivation for the product of triangles, we get now for n = Appendix: Known results for C m (H; P E ) .
We feel that our sketch is helpful for the orientation of the reader. The shorthand C m is used for C m (H; P E ) . It was shown in 22] that for every hypergraph Using a perfect hashing f = (f 1 ; : : :; f k ) with c colors, that is, the k functions f i : V ! f1; : : :; cg are such that for every E 2 E some f j is bijective on E , one obtains C 2 dlog ke + dlog ce:
Actually, knowing E P E encodes i and P V encodes f i (v) .
By random choice it is shown in 22] that C 2 log log jVj + 3 log D E :
In the same argument V can be replaced by f1; : : :; g : can happen for every " > 0 . Therefore two rounds (\messages") are not optimal.
It was shown in 29] that three rounds are not optimal either! In the present paper we have shown that already a simply structured hypergraph such as the k{uniform hypergraph n];
? n] k has this property. Moreover in this case C 2 = C 3 . 
